Warfighter Training Support Packages (WTSPs):

The Soldier Support Institute (SSI), Training Development Directorate (TDD), in collaboration with and support of the Adjutant General School (AGS) and the Financial Management School (FMS), developed and maintains Warfighter Training Support Packages (WTSPs) to support Human Resources (HR) and Financial Management (FM) unit training. The WTSPs include all associated and available training content such as the supporting Collective and Individual Tasks, Lesson Plans (slides and instructor notes), Practical Exercises (PEs) and any other training aides. The objective is to provide standardized training products that can be utilized by HR and FM units to conduct section and unit training. These WTSPs may also be utilized by HR and FM Soldiers to assist them in gaining, maintaining, and/or improving their technical proficiency to perform the individual and collective tasks required to accomplish their wartime mission.

The WTSPs are intended to supplement the units approved Combined Arms Training Strategy (CATS). The WTSPs establish no set sequence or mandated requirements; therefore, unit trainers/leaders should first assess the training status of their unit/Soldiers to select the appropriate entry point and topics for training when utilizing the WTSPs. An attribute of these WTSPs that may be helpful for units is that the lesson plan provided within the WTSPs contains estimated “academic hours” allocated by training sessions (addressed in the lesson plan as “Learning Activity”). While units use their CATS, these allocated academic hours can serve as a guideline for scheduling unit’s technical training. Units must recognize that it may require several training sessions to complete a specific task when utilizing the WTSP.

We have redesigned our WTSPs, changing them from a functional design to echelon based to better align with their associated CATS. Our current inventory of HR and FM WTSPs may be found on our SSI Learning Resource Center (LRC), the Army Training Network (ATN), and the Central Army Registry (CAR) sites (links below). We have also developed a Tutorial Video you can access through the LRC.

Learning Resource Center (LRC) at [https://ssilrc.army.mil/](https://ssilrc.army.mil/)

Army Training Network (ATN) at [https://atn.army.mil/](https://atn.army.mil/)

Central Army Registry (CAR) at [https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/#/dashboard](https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/#/dashboard) (conduct a search for “WTSP”)

CATS GTA at [https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog-ws/view/100.ATSC/632C9384-E318-4EB6-83AF-7B202017EAB7-1399318577272/GTAx07-09-003xCATSx7MAY2013.pdf](https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog-ws/view/100.ATSC/632C9384-E318-4EB6-83AF-7B202017EAB7-1399318577272/GTAx07-09-003xCATSx7MAY2013.pdf)

Point of contact is the SSI, Collective Training Branch, [usarmy.jackson.93-sig-bde.list.jackson-ssi-fm-hr-collec@mail.mil](mailto:usarmy.jackson.93-sig-bde.list.jackson-ssi-fm-hr-collec@mail.mil) at (803) 751-8224 or (803) 751-8414.